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Introduction

Experiments aimed at investigation of wideband electromagnetic radiation resulted from an

electron cyclotron (EC) maser instability in a strongly non-equilibrium laboratory plasma are

discussed. New data were obtained at the laboratory setup (SMIS37, Institute of Applied Physics

of Russian Academy of Sciences) based on an axisymmetric magnetic mirror trap with plasma

sustained by high-power gyrotron radiation under the EC resonance conditions.

Interaction of electromagnetic waves and charged particles under the electron cyclotron res-

onance (ECR) conditions is the base of many phenomena observed in space and laboratory

plasmas. The most interesting demonstration of such interaction is the generation of bursts

of stimulated electromagnetic radiation by “superthermal” particles of nonequilibrium magne-

tized plasma due to the development of the cyclotron instabilities. So, cyclotron instability of

whistler waves is implemented in the magnetic flux tubes (for example, in the Earth’s magneto-

sphere) filled with a dense cold plasma containing a small addition of energetic electrons with

anisotropic distribution function. As a result of the instability development resonant particles

give energy to the waves then fall into the loss cone in the velocity space and leave the mag-

netic trap [1]. These processes determine the energetic particles population of radiation belts of

the Earth and planets, explain the origin of powerful choral ELF-VLF emissions in the Earth’s

magnetosphere. The other type of instabilities is observed in a rarefied plasma (ωpe < ωce)

when the density of hot plasma component is comparable or even greater than the density of

cold plasma [2, 3]. Under these conditions electromagnetic waves at frequencies close to the

electron cyclotron frequency are effectively excited in a direction nearly perpendicular to the

ambient magnetic field. Apparently, intense bursts of auroral kilometric radiation of the Earth

(frequencies from 50 to 600 kHz) and decameter radio emission in the magnetosphere of the

Jupiter (frequencies from 3 to 30 MHz) are generated under such conditions [4, 5]. The present

paper is devoted to the laboratory modeling of such instabilities.

Experimental results

The experiments were conducted in a plasma of the ECR discharge sustained by power-

ful millimeter-wave gyrotron radiation (frequency 37.5 GHz, power 100 kW, pulse duration up
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Figure 1: (a) dynamic spectrum of electric field oscillations in the excited wave and (b) hot electrons

current. At the left the whole picture is shown, at right – only defined time interval. Black solid line – the

evolution of electron cyclotron frequency ωce/2π in the trap center.

to 1 ms) under the ECR conditions in the magnetic mirror trap. Heating under the ECR con-

ditions allows to create two-component plasma which is typical for the inner magnetosphere

of the Earth. In out experiments we can create plasma containing cold dense component (Ne,

Te) with an isotropic velocity distribution, and less dense component of hot electrons (Nh, Th)

with anisotropic distribution function (with a predominance of the transversal to the magnetic

field momentum as compared to the longitudinal one). Parameters of the initial plasma were

Ne ∼ 1013 cm−3, Nh ∼ 5 ·1010 cm−3, Te ∼ 300 eV, Th ≥ 10 keV.

In the experiments we studied the dynamic spectrum and the intensity of stimulated elec-

tromagnetic radiation from the plasma with the use of broadband horn antenna with a uniform

bandwidth in the range from 2 to 20 GHz and the oscilloscope Tektronix MSO 72004C (analog

bandwidth 20 GHz, time resolution 10 ps). Using a pin-diode detector we measured precipita-

tions of energetic (≥ 10 keV) electrons from the trap ends with time resolution about 1 ns.

The instability is detected as a series of quasi-periodic broadband pulses of electromagnetic

radiation (3-23 GHz, typical pulse duration few microseconds) and related precipitation of en-

ergetic (10-300 keV) electrons. Three different regimes of maser instability were detected at the

plasma start-up phase, during the quasi-stationary discharge, and in the decaying plasma after

the gyrotron switch-off.

At the start-up phase of the ECR discharge we detected microwave radiation at frequencies

7-18 GHz in a direction perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field. We explored two sig-

nificantly different regimes of instabilities: periodic wave packets with fast raising frequency

smoothly transforms into the continuous spectrum of radiation. In both cases the bandwidth of

registered radiation is about several GHz. Typical dynamic spectrum of electric field oscillations

in the excited wave (a) and hot electrons current (b) are shown in Fig. 1.

During the quasi-stationary discharge phase we registered microwave radiation in a direction
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longitudinal to the ambient magnetic field at frequencies 3-10 GHz which is about a half of the

electron cyclotron frequency in the center of the magnetic trap.

After ECR heating switch-off with a delay of about 500 µs the instability was detected as

series of quasi-periodic broadband pulses of electromagnetic radiation in a direction perpendic-

ular to the ambient magnetic field at frequencies in the range 18-23 GHz.

Theoretical investigation

Interpretation of the observed data is based on the concept of the dense background plasma

acting as a trigger of a cyclotron maser instability that released the energy of hot electron com-

ponent typical of ECR discharge. While the dense plasma is absent during the initial phase of

discharge and after the gyrotron switch-off, the burst activity is attributed to loss-cone instabili-

ties of the fast extraordinary waves [6]. Radiation of the dense plasma of a developed discharge

is more likely related to the whistler mode instability [7]. A relatively new nonlinear regime

of electron cyclotron instability aimed at explanation of complex temporal patterns of detected

electromagnetic radiation observed in a decaying plasma was discussed in [3]. This regime is

characterized by self-modulation of a maser due to interference of two counter-propagating

unstable waves resulting in spatial modulation of amplification. The resulted maser dynamics

show rather complex behaviour similar to what was detected experimentally (single spikes may

join in bursts, the interval between spikes may become irregular, generation may be switched to

a stochastic regime etc.).

In this report we explain complex behaviour of microwave radiation bursts at the start-up

phase of the ECR discharge. The interpretation of experimental results is based on the previ-

ous work [3] and implements the approach which was firstly successfully used in [2]. At the

initial stage of the ECR discharge there is no ambient cold plasma but only hot electrons with

density ∼ 1010 cm−3. For a qualitative description of the changes in dynamic spectrum of the

experimental signals we used balance equations for evolution of electron density N and electro-

magnetic power density E: dN/dt = J−κEN, κ ≈ h/Th,

dE/dt = (γ −ν)E, γ = hN.
(1)

The first equation describes the rf-field-induced losses of hot electrons with effective temper-

ature Th, while the second equation describes the change of the wave energy in terms of the

relation between the linear instability growth-rate γ and dissipation ν . The coefficients κ and h

determine the losses of hot particles and the growth-rate averaged along the enhancement line,

respectively.
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Figure 2: Evolution of the intencity of hot electron precipitation, S = (J − dN/dt)/γ0N0, in time (left)

and phase space {n,E } (right), as a solution of Eq. (1), for typical parameters of the experiment.

To obtain more realistic results we introduced to the system (1) temporal changes in the

intensity of the source of free energy J(t) and the enhancement parameter h(t). The example of

numerical calculations is showed in Fig. 2.

Conclusion

The spectral composition of transient pulses of electromagnetic radiation has been studied

in a wide range of frequencies at the initial stage of the ECR discharge, while the density of

hot electrons exceeds the density of the cold background plasma. Observed bursts of electro-

magnetic radiation and synchronous precipitations of energetic electrons from the trap may be

interpreted as a consequence of the cyclotron instability of fast extraordinary wave in rarefied

plasma. The paper may be of interest in the context of a laboratory modeling of non-stationary

processes in space cyclotron masers.
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